“My 5c Worth”: #928 Returned and Forwarded Mail
By Fran Adams

Figure 1: #928 Cover from USA to Palestine, 1946

Due to the upheaval of the civilian population by war, both recipients and original senders
were often not at the addresses they formerly occupied. In such instances, if a forwarding address was
available or if the post office was advised of a forwarding address by the current resident or a family
member, the mail was forwarded to that new address. Forwarded letters often reached their intended recipients on the first try but there were also
cases where the intended recipient had moved on
once more and the mail attempted to follow. In this
extreme example we find both parties had relocated.
Figure 1 shows a reused packet envelope
sealed with brown paper tape on both ends. It carries a label meant for packages containing books.
The printed legends for postmasters that would allow the post office to open the package - “This
package may be opened for postal inspection if necessary”, to charge for postage should the letter be
returned - “Return Postage Guaranteed” and the
content statement - “Contents : Books” text have all
been lined through with an added manuscript nota-
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tion of - “First Class Mail”.
The letter was mailed from the Cincinnati,
Ohio, Post Office Annex on 10 August 1946 and carries 3 hand cancels, one on the 5¢ UN issue of 1945
(Scott 928). The letter was mailed at the foreign surface letter rate of 5¢ per ounce.
It is addressed to L/C (Lance
Corporal) M. Sternberg, Palestine 31053,
468 Palestinian General
Delivery,
R. A. S. C.
( Ro yal
Army Service Corps)
Palestine.
The
R.A.S.C. was a transportation group for
British supplies during WWII (Figure 2)
and part of its Middle
Eastern Forces.

Figure 2: Badge of the
R.A.S.C., circa 1940’s
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Figure 3: Back of #928 Cover to Palestine

Arriving at its destination, it was found
that L/C Sternberg had been discharged as indicated by a manuscript note on the cover’s rear indicating: “Discharged Service, 22.8.46, P/408”. Once
that status was determined, it was a question of
where to forward the letter and without a forwarding address at hand, the cover was sent to the base
locator service.
On the rear (Figure 3), a three lined “Last
Location at M.E.F.” handstamp goes without an
entry, but is accompanied by a circular Field Post
Office handstamp dated 14 September 1946.
On the front once more, a violet three line
“No Unit Location, Brit. B.A.P.O., M.E.F.” handstamp with penciled notation of 16 September 1946
is above the address. The envelope was then found
open in the mails - taped shut and postmarked on 19
September 1946. This might have been a result of
the postal clerk checking the content for a forwarding address.
A directory handstamp of the MEF indicated they attempt to locate a forwarding address
one last time on 15 October 1946 without success
and the red ink manuscript note verifies the result as
of
19
October
1946.
A boxed purple
“Undelivered for Reason Stated, Return to Sender.”

was then applied and the letter placed in the system to
be returned to the sender.
It appears the original sender had also relocated in the interim to Zanesville, Ohio as evidenced
by the printed return address being struck through and
an additional return address added. The postal service
in attempting to add the latest return address appears
to have written it a number of times, adding one at the
top for clarity and then applying a typical purple
“Returned to Sender” pointing finger style handstamp
- applied over the lined out old return address to ensure it got to its final destination.
The letter was received at Evanston Station,
Cincinnati, Ohio per its receiving mark dated 19 May
1947. Where it might have traveled in the seven
months between October of 1946 and May of 1947 is
not re-corded and it’s possible it simply lay in a dead
letter pile until it was found and finally returned to
the sender. This cover is one of my favorites as it’s an
example of a routing seldom seen and that makes it
extra special once its history is deciphered and the
mystery solved.
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